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Experience unparalleled accuracy, uptime, and efficiency 
with the JBT Unifiller. Designed to provide food 
processors with the best quality and precision in filling, 
our cutting-edge filler offers fast and efficient product 
change-over and a swift and automated Clean-In-Place 
(CIP) procedure.

Standout Features:

The Unifiller, with its unique self-draining fill station 
concept and the absence of seals, offers enhanced 
versatility through advanced volumetric filling technology, 
allowing for easy filling of a wide range of products.

Key Benefits: 

Unmatched fill accuracy, fast CIP without disassembly, 
and exceptional product flexibility.

Unifiller valve upgrades
Recondition the performance and maximize yield & throughput

Upgrade Kit | Unifiller

The JBT Unifiller - the ideal filler when accuracy and high uptime matters

Why upgrade the Unifiller valves?
 3 Eliminate leakage and minimize product loss with our 

new filling valves.
 3  The newly designed valve does not have any 

“embedded impurities” that could potentially harm 
the cylinders and lead to jams and production 
interruptions.

 3  Enhance machine longevity by ensuring smooth 
operation and minimizing wear on vital components 
such as the volume cam, piston guiding rolls, and 
valve shafts.

 3  Benefit from improved cleanability and increased valve lifetime, thanks to electrolytic polishing, which enhances 
corrosion resistance and overall machine hygiene.

 3  Experience superior cleanability with wedge type valve cups that eliminate microorganism accumulation.

Fill accuracy

Net product Weight/Volume

Rejection limit

Current 
Situation

Situation after 
the upgrade



We're with you, right down the line.™

Contact us for the Unifiller Upgrades
John Bean Technologies NV
Breedstraat 3, 9100 Sint-Niklaas  
Belgium
24/7 Help Desk: +32 3 780 1444      
Sales Assistance: sales.sn@jbtc.com

 hello@jbtc.com | jbtc.com
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As part of our ongoing commitment to continuous improvement, our customer care team proactively develops 
retrofits that align with new product advancements. This ensures that when you make an investment in JBT 
equipment, you can maximize the benefits of the latest innovations throughout the entire lifespan of your asset.

What can we offer:
Thorough Health Inspection: Our skilled service technicians 
will assess your current filling stations and provide tailored 
solutions.

Options for You: Choose between a complete set of new filling 
stations or a refurbishment plan that suits your specific needs.

Seamless Installation: Count on our expert team to handle the 
entire installation process and provide comprehensive 
documentation.

Extra Benefits:

In case of emergencies 
or accidents, individual 
filling stations can be 
quickly replaced to avoid 
prolonged production 
stops.

With complete units 
instead of spare parts, 
you can streamline your 
inventory management 
and reduce costs.

Keep spare filling 
stations on hand for 
efficient cleaning and 
maintenance, allowing 
for uninterrupted 
production.

MINIMIZE 
DOWNTIME

REDUCED 
STOCKING 
COSTS 

OPTIMAL 
MAINTENANCE 

Our new filling stations 
support individual fill volume 
position adjustment, Early 
Detection Unit for Anti-
Seizure (EDUAS) overload 
detection, and a Steam 
Wetting System.

ENHANCED 
FEATURES

https://blog.jbtc.com
https://www.linkedin.com/company/jbt-foodtech
http://www.youtube.com/c/JBTLiquidFoods
https://twitter.com/JBTFoodTech
https://www.facebook.com/JBTFoodTech

